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the adarsh hindu hotel is located inside the bagh mandi metro station on the yellow line. the
metro station is a three-minute walk from the hotel. the best part is, metro station to bagh

mandi is very well connected with almost all the major roads. so you can come and go as you
please. i have actually been to adarsh hindu hotel before and that was a long time ago. i went to
the prasad to try some of the specialty dishes. i wanted to taste the saman and it was served on

a leaf instead of a plate. just the touch of the leaf made me want more. as for the puri, it was
good and the aaloo we had was more delicious than the ones we get back home. the portions at

adarsh hindu hotel are more than generous and there is always freshness to the food. i have
already had my fill of the shorshe illish here. i am more than happy to try the shorshe bheja and
shorshe korma too. while the service at adarsh hindu hotel is warm and friendly, i will give them

a thumbs down for the lack of any english language menu or other help material. in such a
place, this should be a given. the staff is not really that helpful and it is hard to get any

information. i have already mentioned that the service at adarsh hindu hotel is warm and
friendly and the food is really good. there is also a lot of things to do here as well. adarsh hindu
hotel has a walk around the garden that is less than 5 minutes from the hotel. we could have

gone to the adarsh hindu hotel and had lunch. it has also a ladies night that is at a very
reasonable price too.
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